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The Institute of International Monetary Research is a registered charity.
We rely on donations to provide funds to enable us to continue our research agenda. The
purpose of the Institute of International Monetary Research is to demonstrate and bring
to public attention the strong relationship between the quantity of money on the one
hand, and the levels of national income and expenditure on the other.

It doesn’t matter as to the value of your gift,
but the giving of your gift does matter to us.

If you would like to make a donation, please visit our website www.mv-pt.org

CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER: 1155226
Registered Charity Address: University of Buckingham, Hunter Street, Buckingham MK18 1EG
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Professional Courses
We provide professional training courses on Money and
Central Banking, which can be tailored to your
organisation.

The courses are taught by professionals and academics with many years of
experience at a very high policy level, including advisors to Parliaments and
Central Banks in different jurisdictions.
The instructors include: Tim Congdon (Chairman, IIMR), Geoffrey Wood
(University of Buckingham) and Forrest Capie (Cass Business School).
We can provide specialised teaching on particular countries’ economies,
both developed and emerging. The structure of the courses include 3-4
hours of seminar sessions in the morning and discussion sessions in the
afternoon, where the attendees will be discussing case studies related to
their economies.

Some of the topics we cover:





Monetary policy and development
Central bank communication to the public
Central bank independence
Monetary policy and financial stability – central
bank policies in a banking crisis
 Money, inflation and nominal income
 Bank regulation and supervision
The courses are run at the Institute’s premises at the University of
Buckingham and can include accommodation and catering on campus, or
alternatively they can be delivered at your organisation. The courses can be
run over 2-10 days, depending upon your requirements and the topic of the
course.
They include a visit to the relevant institutions on the field, such as the Bank
of England (with a talk on its functions and monetary strategy) or the
London Stock Exchange (with specialised training sessions at the
premises)*.
*The visits are subject to availability of places and dates.

